DELTA TIMELINES 2: Inflow and Outflow reporting ... Or .... Where did the water go?
ESTIMATED UNIMPAIRED FLOWS INTO THE DELTA 1956 - 2010

CFS

Bar chart shows the estimated inflow to the
Delta by year. Clearly estimated fresh
water flow can vary from year to year.. It is
important to note that since 2006 flows into
the Delta have been gretly reduced. We
have not been in a drought since 2006, so
the limited flow into the Delta, as reported
by the CA website, does not make sense.
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Water exported-million of acre feet

6.5 MAF

NOTE: the amount of water
diverted from the delta is
substantially higher than the
amount reported as “exports”
or rather deliveries of water to
water contractors

5.9 MAF Proposed BDCP Average with tunnels

4.7 MAF claimed average (BDCP baseline used)
4.3 MAF historical average-CALSIM

The 2004 “Napa Amendment” is reported to be the point when state water managers transferred the largest
California underground water bank to the ownership and control of MWD, Westlands, Paramount Farms. $74
million in state tax dollars were handed over without voter approval but clearly the consent of the state
administration at the time. Here is a link to a good summary: Http://www.citizen.org/documents/paperwaterdams.pdf

Where did the water go?

In January 2006 there were several large storms in Northern California, with rain totals ending up being the 4th highest in California
history since they started counting over 130 years ago. The only “flood” of the Delta was reported to be on Steamboat Slough, at a
waterfront park and residential community. Levees did not fail; islands did not flood; for a year or so thereafter fish species seemed
to begin to recover. But where did all that extra water go? Look at the table below from the 2013 updated water plan by DWR.
Then look at the spreadsheet using the same numbers, but rearranged to attempt to simply define actual freshwater outflow into the
SF Bay from the Delta. Starting in 2006 it appears that “surplus” flows were going somewhere other than through the Delta and into
the bay. At the same time Diamond Lake in Southern California was filling up. Los Vaqueros expansion and San Luis Resevoir are
also projects of the same timeframe. Look at the table below, and what you find is that there is UNACCOUNTED FOR waterflow.
For example, the DWR table reports that Delta outflow was only 2461 TAF in 2010, and 4774 TAF of exports for both the SWP and
CVP combined. That leaves 10,491 TAF unaccounted for. Where did the water go?
Is there an underground water bank in Northern California receiving the freshwater flow? Or did the unaccounted for water get
diverted through the Folsom South Canal system to another underground waterbank? About 17 miles of nightime tunneling and
pipe laying happened several years ago in the Gorman Pass area: is there a new undocumented underground reservoir in that area
now?

2007-2010 Delta outflow
has been the lowest in DWR
charted history according
to 2013 Water Plan update
In 2009 the EPA granted an exception to
use Tulare lake area groundwater for
fracking because the applicant said the
area had sufficient other sources of
drinking water. So, was the “Napa
Amendment” groundwater bank transfer
for use for drinking water to replace the
water taken for fracking?
Http://www.deltarevision.com/19901999_docs/hydor-fracking.pdf
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